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Next Run No: 2019 
Date:  15/04/19 
Start: Princetown 
On Down:  The Prince of Wales, Princetown 
Hares: Pimp and Hot Rocks 
Scribe:  ? 
 

APRIL FOOLS ! …..  APRIL FOOLS! …..  APRIL FOOLS! 
 
It was 1st April, and the hash was set by Scupper Sucker and Pist ‘n Broke, yet there 
were many fools who turned up at Cadover Bridge for the start.   
Scupper Sucker is a  “Lying Naval Git” (according to Nippledeep). He announced two 
river crossings but spies tell me there were actually six!  Later in the pub there were 
many complaints about frozen feet. On the subject of water we now have Dodo 
McBogface and Floaty Racey.  
Own up now, who dropped their boxer shorts on the moor? Commando and Salty 
found them but sensibly decided not to pick them up.  Maybe they belonged to On 
the Khasi who confessed that he was caught short on the run, and used a little pile of 
sawdust he found as toilet paper!!  (Don’t tell Stannery)  
Welcome back to our Spanish contingent, looking bronze and fit, except Windy who 
is now nursing a bad shoulder, having inspected the ground instead of staying on his 
bike. Also welcome back to On the Khasi after a toe operation and to Salty now 
recovered from an excess of champagne. 
As well as Windy there were several other wounded hashers tonight; Dogcatcher has 
had an argument with a granite boulder, and now his thumb is broken in two places. 
Pist ‘n Broke had a gory bleeding wound on his hand – from fighting off the beast of 
Dartmoor while setting the hash (apparently).  
On down at the White Thorn was crowded.  Stannary were there too, all dressed up 
as April Fools in silly hats, onesies and related costumes.  It became impossible to 
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hear anything as each Hash tried to drown out the other Hash Hush with boos and 
hisses.  
 
Hash Gossip  

• The run was ‘a load of old tussocks’ according to some.  

• Hurricane talked to me about his ‘sexy running’; perhaps that’s what he learns 
when he goes to BATs.  

• No prize for Glani for guessing correctly that it was almost Footloose’s 
birthday.  

• Omen and Naughty Boy were discussing how ’to find their balls’ while Racey 
was comparing ’wobbly bits’.  

• Do do and Uncle were seen swopping drugs.  

• Well Laid suggested that Windy should ‘use stabilisers to help him stay on his 
bike’.  

• Finally, for those who remember him, the Fat Controller, a.k.a. Geoff Hughes, 
GM 85 -86, sends his best wishes.  

• Look at the run number for next weeks hash – special for this year 
 
By the time you read this the AGM will be/have taken place. Thank you to the old 
committee for your hard work during the last year.  Good luck to the new one. 
 
On on.  K2 


